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FewYoung Nebraskans Stay in Home Areas
THE IMPACT OF RURAL NEBRASKA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
ON THE MIGRATION OF RURAL YOUTH
By Armin K. Ludwig
Introduction
OR MORE THAN A CENTURY
FAmericans
have migrated from the
rural communities in which they were
raised, but by 1970 this process had
begun to change. Nebraska, however, has
not reflected this change, and as late as
1976 the State stood alone among seven
central and southern plains states in
having non-metropolitan losses in population.! Nevertheless, during the 1970's
the number of manufacturing industries
in the State's rural counties increased by
nearly ten percent (Table 1).
This process of expanding rural industrialization would seem to be antipathetic
to continued out-migration from nonmetropolitan areas. If new rural plants
retard out-migration, particularly among
the youthful population, and if the maintenance of a youthful population in rural
communities is considered a worthwhile
endeavor, then state and local governmental policies may be established to

encourage rural industrial growth with
the ultimate aim of retarding a community's loss of its youthful population.
This study analyzes the laborsheds2 of
new or expanding small town industries
in order to determine a plant's capacity
to attract a youthful labor force from
elsewhere and to measure the tendency
of youthful employees to shift their
residences closer to their place of employment. It also seeks to determine whether
new industrial plants in small towns
produce noticeable changes in the outmigration patterns of youthful job seekers.
In addition the study examines the attitudes of local high school students towards
employment in manufacturing.
In the light of the findings about
youth mobility, the study develops a
general model of the occupational and
migrational patterns of small town youths
and examines those policies and practices
which might be instituted by local and
regional groups and state agencies to
enhance small town industrial development and thereby affect youth migration.

TABLE 1
CHANGES IN NUMBERS OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
IN NEBRASKA BY COMMUNITY SIZE, 1970-1976
Number of Plants Reported
1976
1970

Change
Number Percent

Metropolitan Counties

651

744

+93

+14.3

Towns 2,500-49,999 outside
Metropolitan Counties

656

669

+13

+2.0

Rural Communities

480

527

+47

+9.8
-+8.6

Total for the State
Source:

--

1,787

- -

1,940

Nebraska Manufacturers Directory, 1970-71 and 1976-77 .

-

+153

The original study on which
this article is based was carried out
by members of the CAUR staff.
Armin K. Ludwig was the project
director. Gene Hanlon and David
DiMartino were major contributors
and co-authors. Murray Frost and
Donald A. Deppe were advisers,
Tom Moss worked on the initial
proposal, and Craig Hamilton did
the cartography. Research assistants
included Robert Pierce, Carole
Davis, Ora Prince, Henry Jason,
Ezekiel Umoren, and Jason Chen.
Numerous persons rendered aid in
the field, and the authors wish to
acknowledge their valuable contributions.
The complete report of 150 pages
is available from the CAUR office.
Communities Studied
The rural communities selected for
study included four with manufacturing
plants and, as a control group, five without such plants. To qualify for inclusion
in this study a rural community had to
be the site of at least one manufacturing
plant which was constructed or expanded
sometime in the period 1971-1976 (Table
2). By the latter date the plant had to
have a minimum of 50 employees and
have experienced an increase of at least
24 employees during the 1971-76 period.3
Eight rural Nebraska communities met
these criteria, and from among these four
were selected for study (Table 2). They
included Gibbon, Madison, Deshler, and
Syracuse (Map 1 ). Nineteen Nebraska
counties had either no manufacturing
plants or had plants employing fewer
than ten persons. From within these
counties five rural non-manufacturin~

Pa e 2

Page 3
However, in the period between their
hiring and January 1, 1978 more youtliful than older workers migrated to the
four plant towns.

MAP I
RURAL N EBRAS KA CO.\WVNITI ES SELECfE D FOR ST UDY

T ABLE 3
TOWN AND ZONE.£/ OF RES IDENCE ON DATE OF HIRE
AND ON JANUARY 1, 1978 FOR EMP LOYEES OF
SIX MANUFACTUR I NG PLANT S IN RURAL NEBRASKA COMMUN ITIES

The propensity to leave the home
communities is very strong among
young people in Nebraska. Outmigration is closely linked with the
potential for success.

•

Non•manufactunng

commumuc:s selected
study

(or

commumoes were chosen as a control
group. They included Arthur, Butte,
Greeley, Taylor, and Loup City.
The Data

plans of members of the graduating class
of 1978 were obtained by questionnaires
which were distributed to seniors in the
four rural manufacturing communities
and in the five rural non-manufacturing
towns during the month of May, 1978.

The data for measuring the changing
residential location of each plant's youthful work force were obtained from the Changing Laborsheds of Six
rosters of each firm's employees. The Rural Manufacturing Plants
rosters contained each employee's sex,
Given the age, sex, residence on date
birth date, date of hire, residen tiallocation of hire, and residence on January 1, 1978
by town on date of hire, and residential for each employee, it is possible to
location by town on January 1, 1978. determine to ~orne dc,;gree whether the
Six firms in the four rural communities town where the plant is sited supplies
supplied the necessary information. The the youthful labor force (persons 18 to
data for determining the work force 24 years of age and older at hire) for the
experience of local high school alumni new local manufacturing firm. These same
were supplied for spring, 1978 and several data can show from where, to where,
past graduating classes by the officers and and how far young employees migrated
alumni of high schools in six of the rural between the date they were hired and
communities being studied. In addition, January 1, 1978.
Gibbon, Syracuse, and Loup City sources
Youths resident in plant towns made
provided annual data for specific periods up a smaller proportion of the compleon alumni locations and activities. The ments of local industries than did older
data for detailing the post-high school _persons resident in these towns (Table 3 ).

The plant towns were not alone in
being targets of in-migrants. In the regions
beyond the towns (delineated as Zones 1,
2, 3, and 4 on Table 4 and as rings 0-10,
10-20, 20-30, and beyond 30 miles on
Maps 2 and 3) a general shrinkage of the
laborshed took place as zone-resident
workers in the six4 plants moved closer
to their jobs in the period between their
date of hire and January 1, 1978. Youthful workers came from fanher away at
hire than did older workers, and although
many came into the plant towns a large
number stopped short and settled in
communities in the surrounding regions.
This is exemplified by the Madison case
shown on Maps 2 and 3. Youthful workers
initially endured an average commute of
24.1 miles compared to 18.2 miles for
older workers. Younger workers, however,
did not move as close to their jobs as
older workers, so by January 1, 1978
they had reduced their commuting average
to just 11.7 miles compared to 9.1 for
older workers.
In many of the laborsheds a few
regional communities were both residential
sites of workers who stayed put and
commuted to work, as well as targets
for plant workers moving closer to their
jobs. Norfolk and Humphrey, for example,

TABLE 2
RURAL NEBRASKA COM MUNITIES WITH NEW OR EXPANDING POST-1970 MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
WHICH HAD AT LEAST 50 EMPLOY EES IN 1976

T own
Lindsay
Snyder
De Witt
Deshler
Gibbon
Syracuse
Madison
Gordon

1970
Population

County

Industry

Product

Date of
Announced
Appearance
o r Expansion.£/

291
383
651
937
1,388
1,562
1,595
2,106

Platte
Dodge
Sal ine
Thayer
Buffalo
Otoe
Madison
Sheridan

Lindsay Mfg. Co.
Quality Steak
Peterson Mfg. Co.
Reinke Mfg. Co.
Gibbon Packing
Wheaton Tubing
Madison Foods
Nebraska Beef Packers

Irrigation Systems
Beef Products
T ools
Irrigati on Equipment
Meat Products
Serum Vials
Pork Products
Beef Products

1975 Exp.
1973 & 1975 Exp .
1974 Exp.
1974 Exp.
1973 Exp.
1972 & 1975 Exp.
1972
1972 Exp .

Employment
1971 1976.!21

c
-

F

c
8

8

F
D
F
E
E
D
F
D

Least
Expansion
In Number of
Employees.£/
150
50
75
50
75
50
200
25

.£/eased on the annual reports of new industries and industry expansion prepared by the Nebraska Department of Econom ic
Development.
.hl sased on the Nebraska Manufacturers Directories for 197 1-1972 and 1976-1977, prepared by the Nebraska Department of Econom ic
Development. The Direct ories report employment categories as follows: A= under 10 ; 8 = 10-24 ; C = 25-49 ; D = 50-99; E= 100-199;
F = 200-499; G = 500-999; H = 1000-2499; I = 2500 and over.
.£/Least expansion was determined by subtracting t he uppe.r limit. of ~he 1.9 71 employb'}ent category from the lower limit of the 1976
empl oyment cat egory as recorded in the Nebraska Manufacturers D1rectones c1ted 1n footnote- .

Employees 18-24 Years of Age
On Date of Hire
Number of
Residents

Employees 25 Years of Age and Older
On Date of Hire

Percent of
Plant Complement

Number of
Residents

Percent of
Plant Complement

1. Date of Hire
Town
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone 4
Total

71
42
97
35
74

22.3
13.2
30.4
10.9
23.2

319

100.0

129
33
80
30
51

39.9
10.2
24.8
9.3
15.8

323

100.0

2. January 1 , 1978
Town
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone4

117
51
120
15
16

36.7
16.0
37.6
4.7
5.0

164
43
86
24
6

50.8
13.3
26.6
7.4
1.9

T otal

319

100.0

323

100.0

3. Changes Between Date of Hire and January 1, 1978
(Numbers and Percentage Points)
Town
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone4

+ 14.4
+2.8
+7.2
-6.2
-18.2

+46
+9
+23
-20
-58

+35
+10
+6
-6
-45

+10.9
+3.1
+1.8
-1.9
- 13.9

were initially residences of large numbers
of workers, and both received large net
worker in-migrations (Maps 2 and 3 and
Table 4).
Data on location at hire and postemployment migration patterns indicate
clearly that fewer youthful than older
residents of the plant towns take jobs
in the new manufacturing plants. Youths
are recruited from rural communities
(how many are from farms is not known),
the preponderance located well within a
50-mile radius of the plant town. Although
some youthful workers do move to the
plant town, many more settle in small
communities within a 20-mile radius of
the plant town or in special cases in
larger regional centers within this radius.
Most of this movement is intra-regional,
from rural community to rural community. Just how much of this in-migration
to plant towns replaces youth who have
left these communities cannot be determined from plant complement data.
Nevertheless, in-migrant youths appear
to compete well with local residents for
manufacturing jobs.
Locations and Activities of Alumni

11../Town is t he political city; Zone 1 extend s frorn t he pol itical cit y to the 10 m ile ring;
Zone 2 extends from the 10 to the 20 mile ring; Zone 3 extend s from the 20 to the 30 mile
ring; and Zone 4 covers all the area from the 30 mile ring outward.

Alumni locations varied sharply between industrial and non-industrial communities (Table 5). Over half (53 .5 percent) of alumni from industrial towns

TABLE 4
MAJOR RESI DENTIAL AND M IGRANT-TARGET COMMUNIT I ES FOR WORKERS
IN SIX MANUFACTURING PLANT S IN RURAL NEBRASKA T OWNS
At Hire

January 1 , 1978

Zone

Community

Town
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 2

Gibb on
Shelton
Kearney
Wood River
Other

26
9
20
9
16

37
7
17
1
24

31
10
18
10
-11

40
8
23
1
14

T otal

80

86

80

86

Syracuse
Otoe
Burr
Other

13
2
2
17

29

30
4
5
11

Total

34

50

13
3
2
16
34

Madison
Humphrey
Norfolk
Leigh
Battle Creek
Columbus
Other

15
15
15
9
6
8
-93
-

13
3
15
3
2
3
52

Total

161

91

161

Deshler
Hebron
Chester
Other

17
8
1
18
-

50
13
3
30

19
9
2
14
-

57
18
5
16

Total

44

96

44

96

Town
Zone 1
Zone 2

Town
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 2
Zone 2
Zone 3

Town
Zone 1
Zone 1

Employees Who
Were 25 Years
of Age and Older
on Date of Hire

4
5
12

-

Employees Who
Were 18-24
Years of Age
on Date of Hire

Changes

Employees Who
Were 18-24
Years of Age
on Date of Hire

54
18

44
8
5
5
27

--

Employees Who
Were 25 Years
of Age and Older
on Date of Hire

Employees Who
Were 18-24
Years of Age
on Date of Hire

Employees Who
Were 25 Years
of Age and Older
on Date of Hire

+5
+1
-2
+1
•5

+3
+1
+6
0
- 10

0
+1
0
•1

+1
0
0
-1

37
5
21
3
4
3
18
91

+39
+3
+29
-1
-1
-3
-66

+24
+2
+6
0
+2
0
-34

+2
+1
+1
-4

+7
+5
+2
- 14

50

Pa e 4

Pa e 5
MAP 2

COMMUNITY OF RESIDENCE AT HIRE

•

EMPLOYEES OF A MAJOR MADISON MANUFACTURER

18-24 Years Old at Hire
"'umet•

~~

empioytn

e :Oot~<!t>~tr
•

2-9

••

t
•

PRESENT COMMUNITY OF RESIDENCE
EMPLOYEES OF A MAJOR MADISON MANUFACTURER

18-24 Years Old at Hire
Number of tf'1'1910'J'tts
-

IQoi'ICIOIIW

•

2-9

••

t
lived within the 30-mile manufacturing
plant commuting range.5 This is in part
attributable to the presence of a larger
community within the commuter zones
of three of the industrial towns. Moves
from Gibbon to Kearney, from Madison
to Norfolk, and from Syracuse to Lincoln,
although representing the very common
pattern of migration from smaller to
larger communities, also kept these alumni
within the Iaborsheds of the industrial
communities. Such moves notwithstanding, about one-quarter (24.3 percent) of
the industrial town alumni resided in
the plant towns. The two non-industrial
towns reflected a much wider alumni
dispersal. Only 28.0 percent of the high
school graduates of Greeley and Loup

City resided within the towns or within
a 30-mile radius around them. A very
low 18.2 percent lived in the towns
themselves. Similar proportions of alumni
resided outside of Nebraska: 6.5 percent
from industrial towns and 5.0 percent
from non-industrial communities.
Nearlyhalf(47.9 percent) of all alumni
from the six communities were in the
labor force in the spring of 1978 (Table
6). Most of them worked in the nonmanufacturing sector; few (4.9 percent)
chose to work in the manufacturing
sector. A slightly higher percentage of
alumni from industrial communities (5.2
percent) than from non-industrial communities (4.0 percent) were in the manufacturing work force. Among the industrial

commumnes these percentages ranged
from a high of 11.0 percent among Gibbon
alumni to lows of 3.0 to 3.4 percent
among those from Deshler, Madison, and
Syracuse. Nevertheless, as many as 5.1
percent of the alumni from Loup City
were in the manufacturing sector. Clearly,
the industrial or non-industrial character
of a graduate's home community was not
a good predictor of his or her choice of
work in the manufacturing sector.

Most young adults do not view
manufacturing as an attractive employment opportunity following
graduation. Nearly half of the students were not interested in manufacturing employment at any pay.
The number of local alumni who
worked in the four plants of the industrial
towns was very small (Table 7). Only
24 alumni were employed in these study
industries, but together they constituted
two-thirds of the alumni manufacturing
work force in the four communities. The
24 comprised but 3.6 percent of the 671
industrial town alumni working in the
non-farm sector.
Local youthful alumni, whether from
manufacturing or non-manufacturing rural
communities, manifest a low participation
in the manufacturing work force and an
even lower participation in the work
forces of the study industries. These
industries are, of course, relatively recent
arrivals in these rural communities. Thus,
if the pattern of local youthful alumni
employment in the manufacturing sector
and in the study industry work forces is
viewed longitudinally, the picture changes
slightly. The trend in study-plant employment has, indeed, been upward in the
past few years, due partly to the simple
fact that these plants do provide employment opportunities. If this trend continues, more and more local youths may
seek employment in the local manufacturing plants and remain in the community. Nevertheless, their numbers are as
yet very small.
Post-High School Plans
Most seniors surveyed in both industrial and non-industrial towns planned to
continue their education, thereby delaying
their participation in the labor force
(Table 8). Career choices of the remainder
of the seniors differed sharply between
industrial and non-industrial towns. In
industrial towns seniors planning to enter
the non-farm work force immediately
upon graduation comprised 27.9 percent
of those surveyed; in non-industrial towns
only 14.4 percent had such p lans. Much

of this difference could be attributed to a
greater availability of non-farm jobs resulting from industrial growth. The high
proportion of seniors planning to enter
non-farm occupations in industrial towns
might be the result of the "multiplier
effect" of industrial development. Indeed,
the growth of industry creates new jobs
not only in the manufacturing sector
but also in the wholesale-retail trade and
service sectors of the local economy.
- Among seniors in industrial towns
17.4 percent planned to remain in their
communities permanently. Among seniors
. in non-industrial towns only 10.8 percent
planned to do so (Table 9). Although
considerable variation occurred within
each group of towns, this supports the
previous finding that a larger proportion
of seniors in industrial than in nonindustrial towns planned to enter the
non-farm work force. An additional factor
could account for the high proportion
of stayers in the industrial communities.
Gibbon, Madison, and Syracuse are within easy commuting range of Kearney,
Norfolk, and Lincoln, respectively; thus
it is possible for youths in these communities to work or go to school in
another large community without having
to migrate.

TABLE 5
SPRING, 1978, LOCATIONS OF ALUMNI FROM HI GH SC HOOLS
IN RURAL INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITIES AND RURAL
NON-INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITIES IN NEBRASKA
Industrial
Communities
Number
Town
Within 30-mile Radius
Rest of State
Out of State
Not Reported

47 1
566
330
127
444
-1,938

Total

Non-industrial
Communities

Overall
Total

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

24.3
29.2
17.1
6.5
22.9

95
51
254
26
96

18.2
9.8
48.6
5.0
18.4
-100.0

566
617
584
153
540
-2.460

--

100.0

522

Percent
23.0
25.0
23.8
6.2
22.0

-100.0

TABLE 6
ACTIVITIES OF HIGH SCHOOL ALUMNI OF RURAL INDUSTRIAL AND
RURAL NON INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITI ES I N NEBRASKA. SPR ING. 1978

Total labor force
Farm work force
Mfg. work force
Non-mfg. work force
Activity unk nown
Unempl oyed
College & Tech School
Military
Housewife
Not reported
Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

907
184
100
571
49
3
260
46
286
439

46.8
9.5
5.2
29.5
2.5
0 .1
13.4
2.4
14.8
22.6

27 1
61
21
140
47
2
106
19
66
60

51.9
11.7
4.0
26.8
9.0
0.4
20.3
3.6
12.7
11.5

522

100.0

--

--

1.938

100.0

-

or $7.00 per hour?" The response was
not at all positive; a majority of seniors in
non-industrial towns were not interested
in a manufacturing job at any wage. In
industrial towns only work at $7 an hour
would attract a majority of respondents.
In each type of town the proportion
willing to work in manufacturing dropped
sharply as the hypothetical wage dropped.
The rate of decline was, however, much
sharper in industrial than non-industrial
towns . . This suggests that there was a
greater willingness among the seniors in
non-industrial towns to work at lower
levels of pay.
Most young adults do not view manufacturing as an attractive employment
opportunity following graduation. In both
industrial and non-industrial towns nearly
half of the students were not interested
in manufacturing employment at any pay.
Of those students who did express an

Most seniors intended to leave their
towns after graduation and very
few planned to return. Long-term
follow-ups of those alumni who
enrolled in post-secondary institutions demonstrated that very few
returned to their home communities.
Seniors at the time of graduation do
not anticipate careers in the manufacturing
sector, nor can they be induced to
consider such work by the promise of
hypothetical high wage scales (Table 10).
The graduating seniors in all nine communities studied were asked to consider the
following question: "If a job opened up
in a new manufacturing plant here in
your community in the fall after you
leave high school, would you take it if
it paid $3.00 per hour, $5.00 per hour,

Overall
Total

Non-industrial
Communities

Industrial
Communities

Number

Percent

1,178
245
121
711
96
5
366
65
352
499

47.9
10.0
4.9
28.9
3.9
0.2
14.9
2.6
14.3
20.3
-100.0

-2.460

interest in seeking manufacturing jobs,
most had already decided to remain in
their home communities. Local manufacturing job opportunities do not significantly affect the migration plans of small
town high school graduates. Rather, local
industry offers employment to youths
who have already made the decision to
stay and work in the home community.
A Generalized Model of the Impact of
Rural Industrialization on Rural Youth
Migration
The Location and Activity Model
displays in graphic form the essence of
the relationship between youth migration
and industrialization in rural Nebraska
communities (Figure 1). The model is a
composite of the locations and activity
intentions of seniors who graduated from
high school in industrial towns in 1978
and the actual first-year6 locations and

TABLE 7
HI GH SCHOOL ALUMNI OF FOUR NEBRASKA RURAL INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITIES IN TH E
MANUFACTUR ING WORK FORCE AND TH E STUDY IN DUSTRY WORK FORCE IN EACH COMMUNITY, SPRING, 1978
Gibbon

Deshler

Madison

Syracuse .2./

T otal

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Manufacturing work force in the community 3

100.0

16

100.0

11

100.0

6

100.0

36

100.0

Study plant work force

3

100.0

8

50.0

9

81.8

4

66.7

24

66.7

Other industry work force

0

0.0

8

50.0

2

18.2

2

33.3

12

33.3

Activitv

Number

.£/Includes those from Avoca and Dunbar.

Pa e 7
Pa e 6
actiVIties of several previous classes. The
model does not represent a longitudinal
study of the 1978 seniors. The members
of any previous graduating class might
have had intentions different from those
of the class of 1978. Nevertheless, the
model allows the intentions of 1978
seniors to stand for those of members of
all previous graduating classes who are
represented in the alumni group. This
permits a pseudo-longitudinal study in
which intentions are tested by activities.
Most seniors intended to leave their
towns after graduation, and very few
planned to return. Most of these prospective leavers planned to attend college
or technical school. Long-term follow-ups
of those alumni who actually did enroll in

post-secondary institutions demonstrated
that very few returned to their home
communities. A very large proportion of
the graduating seniors surveyed planned
to attend college or technical school.
Assuming that this was also the intent
of their alumni predecessors, only half of
the alumni were able to achieve this
goal. Most of the remainder of the alumni
entered the labor force. Nearly all of
them found non-manufacturing work in
other places and hence were "lost" to
their home communities. A minority of
seniors intended to enter the labor force
after graduation, and most of these,
rather realistically, expected to have to go
elsewhere to find work. An even smaller
minority of seniors intended to enter

TABLE 8
POST-HIGH SCHOOL CAR EER PLANS OF SENIORS BY TOWN
(Percent)
Work Force
Farm Nonfarm
Total
Industrial
Towns
4.2
Total
Non·
Industrial
Towns

7.2

27.9

14.4

Total

College

32.1

44.8

21.6

39.7

Technical
School Military

18.4

1.6

27.0

No

Other~/ Response

2.6

6.3

N

0.5

190

2.7

2.7

111

J!/Other includes those students who were undecided, planned to get married. or
specified three or more career choices.

TABLE 9
PLANS OF SENIORS TO MIGRATE IN SELECTED INDUSTRI A L
AND NON-INDUSTRIAL TOWNS
Leave
(Percent)
Total Industrial Towns
Total Non-industrial Towns

55.8
60.4

Return
(Percent)

Stay
(Percent )

19.4
21.6

(Undecided)
(Percent)

17.4
10.8

Total
N
190
111

7.4
7.2

TABLE 10
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF SEN IORS WILLING TO WORK
FOR A MANUFACTURER
Industrial Towns
Number

Percent

Non-i ndustrial Towns
Number

Percent

a) At a High Wage ($7 Per Hour)
Would Work for Manufacturer at $7 /hr.~/
Not Interested
Don't Know
Total Respondents

101
85
4

53.2
44.7
2.1

190

100.0

-

-

53
57
1

111

47.7
51.4
.9

-100.0

b) At Varying Wages
Would Work for Manufacturer at $7 /hr.
Would Work for Manufacturer at $5/hr.
Would Work for Manufacturer at $3/hr.
Total Responses.!2/

101
55
12

-

168

60.1
32.7
7.2

-100.0

-

53
33
20

106

50.0
31.1
18.9

-100.0

~/Figure contains those respondents willing to work at $3, $5, and $7/hr.
.Q/Multiple responses were possible from each of the 190 respondents. For exampl e, a
senior willing t o work for $3/hr. was assumed t o be wi lling t o work for $5/hr. and $7/hr..
so his/her assumed positive responses to these higher wages were added to the total.

the home town labor force. Whatever the
intention of these seniors, virtually all
alumni who entered the labor force had
to go elsewhere to do so. Clearly, for
a variety of reasons, both seniors and
their alumni predecessors were strongly
attracted to other places.
A very small proportion of alumni
did find work in their home communities.
The model assumes that all of them as
seniors intended to enter the local labor
force. A little attrition among those
seniors intent on entering college or
technical school probably added a few
more alumni to the local labor force.
Many seniors whose intent was to remain
in town after graduation were interested
in work in a manufacturing plant if the
wages paid were high enough. Regardless
of their intentions as seniors, most
alumni who remained in their towns to
work entered the non-manufacturing labor
force; few took jobs in the new manufacturing plant. The few who did, however,
were from recent graduating classes. They
may represent the beginning of an upward
trend in the acceptance of manufacturing
employment by local youths.
The few alumni stayers were joined by
some youthful employees who lived in
nearby places when they were hired. They
lived in towns represented by Community
A in the model and commuted to the
new plant from the nearby town in which
they lived before they were hired.

The development of small-town
growth centers with manufacturing
plants and professional and service
sectors should help to stem the
propensity of youths to migrate.
The primary goal of these centers
would be the improvement of rural
peoples' access to jobs, services, and
urban amenities without depriving
them of a rural community setting
in which to live.
New industrial plants did attract youthful migrants into or toward the small
rural communities in which they were
located. These young people were hired
principally from other rural communities
which lay within 50 miles of the plant
town, but most of them eventually came
to reside within a 20-mile radius of the
plant community in order to reduce their
journeys to work. They are represented
in the Model by the migration from
Community C to Community B. A few
youths employed by the new plant moved
from other towns (such as Community D)
to the plant town itself. All these young
employees in effect were "replacements"
for those local gr_aduating seniors who

left the plant community. Because so
many of these "replacements" came to
live outside the plant town, they have
been viewed traditionally as representing
a "leakage" of income from the town
where the plant was located, and a: "loss"
to that town of their potential community
involvement with it.
Presumably these migrants either did
not have similar job opportunities in
their previous locales, or else they chose
to leave the1r communities regardless of
the presence of such opportunities. In
the rural industrial towns most seniors
expected to go elsewhere to find jobs
despite the possibility of jobs in the
new local manufacturing plants. Most
alumni from these industrial towns did
go elsewhere. The propensity to leave
the home communities is very strong
among young people in Nebraska whether
they are from rural industrial or rural nonindustrial communities. Out-migration is
closely linked with the potential for
success.

FIGURE I
LOCATION AND ACTIVITY MODEL FOR A RURAL NEBRASKA COMMUNITY WITH A NEW
MANUFACTURING PLANT BASED ON INTENT OF GRADUATING SENIORS, ACTUAL ACTIVITIES
OF FIRST·YEAR ALUMN I AND ORIGINS AND MIGRATIONS OF WORKERS
AT A NEW MANUFACTURING PLANT

Policy Implications
Effective policies should be developed
to deal with some of the causes of the
propensity of youths to migrate. The
number and locations of jobs, the status
and wages of these jobs, and the location
of socio-cultural-educational amenities
are the building blocks of such policies.
All these conditions are affected by rural
industrial development and its subsequent
effects on local amenities, which in turn
are subject to encouragement and guidance
at the state and local levels of government.
One such approach could direct government energies and monies to the development of small town (not rural) growth
centers with populations of 2,500 to
10,000 inhabitants. These places, according to Debertin and Bradford, have a
greater potential for growth than do
larger non-metropolitan communities. 7
Most Nebraska towns in this size
category already have some small manufacturing plants as well as growing professional and service sectors. Additional
plants could create jobs directly, and
they could indirectly stimulate growth
in the professional and service sectors
and in the urban amenities through the
multiplier effect. Youths within the 20mile commuting range of a growth center
could find jobs in the manufacturing, professional and service sectors. In addition,
they could gain access to the urban
amenities and to various services- and still
live in a very rural community if they so
chose. These outlying rural communities
might thus become part of the "urban
region" of the growth center. The larger

We•ghung o f •rrows '' IPI)ro• imate
Does not 1ntlude thOM 1ntend•no to
ente.- 01 actually entertng farming,
~nuf.teturi ng, Of m•l•tvv $efVJCe.

the number of jobs, services, and amenities
in the center, the greater its "pull" on
the nearby residents. This "pull" need
not always involve their migration into
the growth center. This is particularly
true for those who have already migrated
toward the growth center and have chosen
to reside in a nearby rural community
and commute to the center to work.
As the "pull" of the center increases,
it makes the economic and psychic costs
of the commute worthwhile. As the center
grows, those youths who have already
left the nearby small rural communities
for post-secondary education or training
might be induced to enter the center's professional and service sectors. They might
even choose to live in one of the nearby
rural communities (perhaps their home
town) and commute to the center.
A small town growth center policy
would have as its primary goal the
improvement of rural peoples' access to
jobs, services, and urban amenities without depriving them of a rural community

setting in which to live. Selecting optimal
locations for these growth centers is not
a very fruitful approach since there are
already enough growing small towns to
serve as centers. Improvement of transportation routes between a growth center
and its outlying rural communities and
between the center and nearby larger
towns is necessary for the implementation
of such a strategy.
The continued scattering of rural industries tends to decrease the growth potential
for any given center since the number of
plants to be sited is bound to be limited.
The continued scattering of plants also
scatters income streams which could, if
focused on a growth center, become the
basis for a large multiplier effect. County
governments and councils of government
(COGS) should work with the state government to identify potential small town
growth centers and to set aside land for
county or multi-county industrial parks
contiguous to the growth centers selected.
To date few rural states have proceeded to
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do this. Since Nebraska's rural industrial
growth is in its early phases, the State
has a remarkable opportunity to shape,
with Federal aid, the future of its rural
environment and human resources.
1 Glenn H. Miller "Population Change and
Income Growth in the 1970's - The Tenth
District Experience," Economic Review, JulyAugust, 1978. The states include Colorado,
Kansas, Nebraska, Wyoming, most of Oklahoma
and New Mexico, and 13 counties in western
Missouri.
2 A laborshed is the area in which plant
workers reside.

3 Least expansion is determined by subtracting the upper limit of the 1971 employment category from the lower limit of the
1976 employment category as reported in the
1971-72 and 1976-77 Nebraska Manufacturers

Directories.
4 For the changing laborshed analysis data
from two other plants, one in Deshler and one
in Gibbon, were added to those from the four
major plants.
6A 3()-mile radius encompasses the January,
1978 residences of 95.0 percent of youthful
and 98.9 percent of older manufacturing plant
employees.

6Aiumni were also followed for periods well
beyond their first year after graduation to
determine what activities they engaged in, and
many returned to their home communities.
The Model does not include the few seniors
intending to enter and the few alumni actually
entering farming, homemaking, or the military.
7D. L. Debertin and G. L. Bradford,"Conceptualizing and Quantifying Factors Influencing
Growth and Development of Rural Economics."
Annals ofRegional Science. Bellingham: Western
Regional Science Association, Department of
Economics, Western Washington State College.
October 1, 1976.
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